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Abstract: A new approach to comer detection is 
described which is based on the generalised 
Hough transform. The approach has the advan- 
tage that it can be used when objects have curved 
sides or blunt corners, as frequently happens with 
food products; in addition, it can be tuned for 
varying degrees of corner bluntness. The method 
is inherently sensitive: we have shown how it may 
be optimised for accuracy in the measurement of 
object dimensions and orientation. 

1 Introduction 

Many parts of image analysis and industrial inspection 
require efficient algorithms for locating specific objects in 
images, with the aims of counting, checking, measuring 
and generally performing close scrutiny. In industrial 
applications this can be vital for safety or for quality 
control, yet profit margins may not be sufficiently great 
to permit expensive and powerful computational facilities 
to be used. Indeed, in food product applications the 
demand can be for hardware costing less than €10000, 
while algorithms must be capable of making numerous 
tests on products during manufacture at rates of 10-30 
items per second [l]. 

In practice, industrial and other images are subject to 
‘clutter’ from objects near the one currently being 
located, and in any case the background is seldom 
feature-free. This means that object detection is by no 
means a trivial operation, and requires both sensitivity 
and powerful discrimination. Sharp features and well- 
defined shapes help considerably with object location. 
Over the past ten years, much attention has been devoted 
to devising robust algorithms for detecting round objects 
and circular features such as holes, while straight line 
detectors and more recently corner detectors have also 
been the subject of considerable development - see for 
example References 1 to 4. 

This paper is concerned with corner detection. It is 
relatively straightforward to locate corners of sharply 
defined metal objects such as nuts, flanges and so on. 
However, foodproducts and certain other soft or brittle 
components are more difficult to deal with, as the true 
corner may be broken off or rounded (Fig. 1). Even with 
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metal objects this can easily occur: indeed, on some 
occasions the whole purpose of locating objects may be 
to detect defects of exactly this type. The objective of this 

Fig. 1 Types of corner 

paper will be to elucidate the types of algorithm that are 
required to locate corners which are not guaranteed to be 
sharp. 

2 

As mentioned above, corner location in real industrial 
images may not be entirely straightforward if there is any 
possibility that the comers have become blunted by 
breakage, wear or imprecise manufacture. This situation 
arises particularly with foodproducts, e.g. when a fish 
trapezoid is covered with batter or a rectangular biscuit 
is coated with chocolate or cream: not only may such 
products have corners different from the norm, but the 
norm itself may not be very clearly defined. 

The obvious way to detect corners in such cases is to 
idealise the product by locating its sides, and to produce 
the resulting straight lines until they meet in the pre- 
sumed corner. For this purpose one requires a straight 
edge detection algorithm, and the Hough transform 
forms the basis of most such algorithms [3]. One 
problem with this approach is that in an image contain- 
ing several products or objects, many lines will be 
present, and they will give rise to a rather large number 
of possible corners, all of which have to be checked 
(Fig. 2). The reason for this ambiguity is that the basic 
Hough transform approach does not give longitudinal 
localisation information on the straight edges it detects. 
In addition, producing the straight edges is prone to a 
certain amount of error, especially if there is any curva- 
ture in the sides of the object. 

For these reasons it is worth seeking a means of 
detecting the corners directly. In principle this could be 
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achieved by some sort of template matching technique, 
but in practice with blunt corners the templates would be 
so large that the resulting search problem would be 

Fig. 2 
tangles 

Potential corners that arisefrom the extended sides of two rec- 

intractable (For an N x N pixel image, and a set of M 
n x n pixel templates corresponding to M possible orien- 
tations of the corner, some M . N2 . n2 operations would 
have to be performed. This would rise to Q . M . N2 . n2 
where there are Q significantly different corner angles.) 
The problem of heavy computational load must also 
apply to- the ‘local ordered grey levels’ technique of Paler 
et al. [4] - especially if a large neighbourhood is 
employed to locate blunt corners. A possible solution 
seems to be to use the generalised Hough transform 
(GHT), which has been shown capable of detecting 
known shapes in images with quite impressive efficiency 

In the next Section we describe the GHT, and show 
how it may be used to detect objects with straight edges. 
Then in Section 4 we apply the technique to corner detec- 
tion. 

PI. 

3 The generalised Hough transform 

The Hough transform has shown itself to be extremely 
valuable for the detection of straight lines and curves 
such as circles and ellipses [l-3, 61. In 1981, Ballard gen- 
eralised the method for the efficient detection of arbitrary 
shapes [SI. Recently, Davies has found certain problems 
with the GHT, and has shown how to optimise its sensi- 
tivity, e.g. with regard to point weighting in parameter 
space [7]. He has also shown how objects having straight 
edges may be detected optimally using the GHT schema 
[a] (see below). 

Before describing the action of the GHT it is necessary 
to define the term ‘localisation point’: this is merely a 
convenient reference point within an object which may be 
used to help locate it. 

The first stage in computing the GHT of an object is 
use of an edge detector to find the pixels around the 
outside of an object. For each edge pixel, the orientation 
is estimated, and the position of a localisation point L is 
computed by moving a distance R from the edge pixel in 
a direction 4 which is a function of the direction 8 of the 
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edge normal (see Fig. 3). This operation is repeated for 
every edge pixel, and a set of candidate locations (or 
‘votes’) is found which is then averaged to determine the 
position of L as accurately as possible. 

Fig. 3 Computing the generalised Hough transform 

Both the distance R and the bearing 4 of L relative to 
the edge pixel are functions of the edge normal orienta- 
tion 8. In the GHT, values of these functions are obtained 
analytically or from a lookup table, depending on how 
the object shape is defined. The result is that the method 
can be used to locate an arbitrary shape. Many shapes, 
such as ellipses and parabolas, can be expressed analyti- 
cally, but the majority cannot. The great step forward 
made by Ballard was to formulate the GHT rather gener- 
ally, so that it could be applied to detect an enormous 
number of industrial and other objects. 

3.1 Problem with straight edges 
It turns out that this form of the GHT is suboptimal for 
detecting objects possessing straight edges [8]. We can 
see this, for example, when attempting to locate a semi- 
circle of known orientation, using a localisation point L 
near the centre of the object (see Fig. 4). Every edge pixel 

Fig. 4 
Here the arrows indicate the directions in which the localisation point L is 
assumed to lie for the typical edge points 

Locating a semicircle using the GHT 

on the circular part of the perimeter contributes to the 
peak in parameter space*, at the required location L. 
However, only one point on the straight part of the per- 
iphery contributes to this peak: all other pixels on the 
straight portion contribute to a set of minor peaks and 
do not help in locating the object. For a square the situ- 

* It is conventional to call the transform space ‘parameter space’, even 
when it is, as here, congruent to image space. 
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ation is even worse, since only about four edge pixels are 
likely to contribute plots to the main peak instead of 
(typically) well over a hundred. 

Davies [SI showed that to guarantee achieving 
optimal sensitivity in such cases, each edge pixel on a 
straight edge must be transformed into a line of points 
equal in length to the whole length of the line in the orig- 
inal shape, and of identical direction. This procedure 
involves a certain amount of additional computation, but 
the overall algorithm is still efficient. The resulting trans- 
forms in parameter space frequently look rather unusual 
(see Fig. 5), but the method has the advantage of giving 

Fig. 5 
a Original pattern: off-camera image of a high contrast square object (128 x 128 
pixels : 64 grey levels) 
b Transform in parameter space 
Here the centre of the square is chosen as the localisation point L ;  and each edge 
point io (a) is transformed into a line of points parallel to the edge passing 
through L. Thus all edge points on the square contribute to the main peak at L in 
parameter space (b) 

The transform applied to a square 

provably optimal sensitivity for detecting an object of the 
selected shape, since it is formally equivalent to using a 
spatial matched filter [7-91. A further advantage of this 
approach to line detection is that line transforms possess 
(and represent) a restricted longitudinal localisation, 
unlike the situation for the normal Hough transform line 
detection schemes (see Section 2). 

4 U s e  of the generalised Hough transform for 
corner detection 

In order to apply the GHT to corner detection it is pos- 
sible to use the GHT in its usual line detection mode, as 
for square object detection, and to look for peaks in 
parameter space. Two lines then appear in parameter 
space for each corner, and the peak occurs at the cross- 
over. Since parameter space is congruent to image space, 
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the peak is at the position of the corner - or if the 
corner is blunted, at the position of the idealised corner. 

Unfortunately, this simple approach to corner detec- 
tion using the GHT is not as accurate as might be 
wished. Essentially this is because it involves extrapo- 
lating to the position of the corner: if interpolation were 
possible instead of extrapolation, this would be a signifi- 
cant improvement. With this in mind we have modified 
the method by selecting a comer localisation point that is 
inside the object. This is achieved very simply - by intro- 
ducing a lateral displacement of the line transform of 
each edge point, so that most of the transform falls within 
the object boundary (see Fig. 6). Then the peak at the 
crossover is formed by interpolation. 

Fig. 6 
Here the arrows indicate the lateral displacement of the line transforms: the peak 
at the crossover point is the localisation point L of the corner. In effect, L is 
located by a process of interpolation: as a result it is offset from the position of 
the idealised corner 

Finding corners by an interpolation scheme 

To select a suitable lateral displacement, consider the 
situation for a square. If the displacement is zero, the 
corner localisation points are situated at the corners of 
the square. If the displacement is equal to half the side of 
the square, then the localisation points are all at the 
centre of the square. Clearly, some intermediate lateral 
displacement is required (see Fig. 7). A simple solution is 
to use a displacement equal to the maximum distance 
over which the corners of the square could be blunted. In 
practice, slightly greater displacements are found to give 
greater sensitivity (see Section 5). 

The resulting positions of the peaks in parameter 
space evidently provide accurate information on the posi- 
tions of the idealised corners of the object (here a square), 
and there are several ways in which the actual positions 
of the corners can be recovered. One is to use the struc- 
ture around the peak to indicate in which of four direc- 
tions the corner could be situated, and to move an 
appropriate distance (related to the lateral displacement 
already used) in these directions; then to check each loca- 
tion in turn to find which corresponds to the true corner. 
Another is to work out from the set of peaks in para- 
meter space where the object must be, and then (but only 
if necessary) to deduce the actual positions of the corners. 
This second approach is the more sound one, and is the 
better one to use to detect the position and orientation of 
known objects. For unknown objects there is the possi- 
bility of working simultaneously in two parameter spaces, 
one as indicated above and the other one employing a 
smaller lateral displacement. Then true corner positions 
can quickly be determined. 
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Finally, it should be noted that we have implicitly 
assumed above that objects are convex and hence that all 
corners are convex. Clearly, if some concave corners 

parameter space from zero. As indicated in Section 4. the 
second disadvantage is similarly improved by increasing 
the lateral displacement from zero. Fig. 9 shows in more 

Fig. 8 c'su of two purameter spaces t o  detect conceu and cI 
corners 
(1 Original pattern oll-camera image o i  a Rat polygonal oblect ( I Z X  x I ? X  
64 gre) lebelsl 
h rrandorrn obtained with a positive lateral displacemenr 
L' rrandorrn obtained w i t h  a negatne lateral displacement the crosz indic: 
(oll'heti position o i  the  concave corner 

b 

Fig. 7 
~1 Original pattern' off-camera image of a square object H i t h  blunted corners 
(I ? X  x 128 pixels, 64 grey levels) 
h Transform obtained by using lateral displacements 2 I O " , ,  of the linear dirnen- 
smns 

Detection of blunted corners 

exist, then they have to be searched for using a negative 
lateral displacement. It is impracticable to use both posi- 
tive and negative lateral displacements in the same 
parameter space, since this will lead to a great prolifer- 
ation of false lines and peaks. Instead two parameter 
spaces have to be used, one indicating the presence and 
location of convex corners, and the other indicating the 
positions of concave corners. We have found that this 
technique works adequately in practice (see Fig. 8). 

5 

We here consider in more detail the choice of lateral dis- 
placement in the corner transformation. There are several 
disadvantages in setting the lateral displacement to zero : 
first, it gives significantly reduced sensitivity (in a signal- 
to-noise ratio sense) in locating the corner; secondly, as 
we have seen, it gives reduced accuracy of corner location 
and thirdly, it results in lack of longitudinal localisation 
of the lines in parameter space, and hence may give rise 
to spurious corner peaks (see Fig. 2). The first disadvan- 
tage arises since the transforms of fewer edge points reach 
as far as the localisation point: this disadvantage can be 
eliminated by extending the line transform of each edge 
point, but this reduces the longitudinal localisation of the 
lines in parameter space further, and results in a prolifer- 
ation of spurious corner peaks (see Fig. 2). Thus the first 
and third disadvantages are linked, and are both reduced 
progressively by increasing the lateral displacement in 

Discussion : sensitivity and accuracy 

iteb the 

Fig. 9 
u Case o i i e ro  lateral diaplacement 
h Case oi moderate laternl displdcement 

Eflucr of'cdge orienrution errors 

detail the effects of inaccuracies caused by errors in esti- 
mating edge orientation. With zero lateral displacement, 
the corner peak is found by extrapolation of the edge 
direction, and the errors are directly proportional to the 
angular error; with moderate lateral displacements, 
errors in estimation of the edge orientation cancel out in 
first order, since the lines in parameter space are essen- 
tially envelopes rather than extrapolations (see Fig. 9). 

The above arguments imply that optimum sensitivity, 
accuracy and localisation of the corner transform occur 
when the localisation point is at the centre of the object. 
Obviously this is not the whole story, since a major 
purpose of locating the corners of an object rather than 
its centre is to find as accurately as possible what its 
orientation is: another purpose is to permit its dimen- 
sions to be measured. From these points of view, maxi- 
mising lateral displacement is counterproductive. 
Evidently a compromise is required, so that for the types 
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of blunt corner that arise in practice, object size and 
orientation measurements can be as accurate as possible. 
Intuition suggests that using about one quarter of an 
object side for corner detection will give a suitable 
balance between sensitivity of object location and object 
orientation. This is backed up by theoretical analysis in 
Section 5.1. The tradeoff is also affected by any curvature 
of the lines in the vicinity of the corner. The whole 
problem then becomes one in which an optimum solu- 
tion has to be sought using intuitive judgements of rele- 
vant corner parameters. We can at least list a sequence of 
steps which will form guidelines for tailoring the method 
to individual applications. The two algorithm parameters 
that are involved are lateral displacement and the length 
of the line that each edge pixel transforms into. Thus a 
valid sequence of steps is the following 

(I() determine the expected bluntness of the corners 
( h )  determine the expected curvatures of the sides in 

the vicinity of the corners 
((.) determine the range of corner angles that are 

expected 
( d )  specify the portions of the sides from which corner 

positions can best be estimated 
( P )  specify the closest positions that corners of neigh- 

bouring objects might occupy 
( j ' )  deduce the best compromise value for the lateral 

displacement D 
(y) deduce the best compromise length T for the edge 

pixel transform 

We return in Section 5.1 to means of optimising the 
choice of the algorithm parameters D and T.  Meanwhile 
we illustrate the effect of varying D for a particular type 
of biscuit (Fig. lo), and we briefly discuss two other 
points about the method. 

ig. 10 
Original image of :I hiacuit ( I Z X  x 128 pixels- 64 grey level\) 

T h e  effecr oJ varyiny laterul displacement in prucrrce 

h Tran4orm u ith zrrci latcral displacement 
c Tranrform uith lateral di\placement 1 I I '  of thc \hinter a ~ d e  
d rranaform uith lateral displacement z 2 2 " , ,  of the hhortrr hide 
Here (dl I\ close t o  the optimum for  this t ) p :  of object case5 ( h )  and ( ( ' 1  are onl! 
shoun l o r  comparison 

First, the technique can be extended if the expected 
range of corner angles is excessive and is liable to reduce 
the effectiveness of the method significantly. In that cir- 
cumstance, several parameter spaces can be used, each 
with its own value of lateral displacement and transform 
length. Our research indicates that more than two such 
spaces are seldom needed. 

Secondly, i t  should be remarked that it  is possible to 
give lines a longitudinal displacement, so that the corner 
can be detected in its actual position with optimum sensi- 
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tivity (i.e. optimum signal-to-noise ratio). However, this 
approach does not eliminate the second and third dis- 
advantages. In addition, it requires that assumptions be 
made of the corner orientation, and a great many param- 
eter spaces each corresponding to one orientation of the 
object will have to be constructed and searched through 
for corner peaks. We have concluded that this is not a 
viable option and have ignored it for practical applica- 
tions. 

5. I Model for optimising sensitivity and accuracy 
The above discussion of sensitivity and accuracy was 
carried out on a rather intuitive basis. Here we present a 
simple mathematical model for optimising corner detec- 
tion. 

Fig. 1 1  shows an object with blunt corners, the region 
of bluntness being within a distance B of the idealised 

Fig. 11 
I idealised corner point 
B region of hluntneas 
E dktance oker which position of corner is estlmated 
D lateral displacement employed in edge pxel  transform 
L localisation point of a tkpical corner 
S length of a typical side 
The degree of corner bluntness ahoun here is common amongst foodproducts 
such as fiahcakes 

Applicution (!/'the trl~qorithni t o  un obleet with hlunt corners 

corner position. Suppose that we wish to make our esti- 
mates of corner position over a further distance E along 
each of the adjoining sides (Fig. 11). Next, assume that 
the transform of any edge pixel is a line of length T 
parallel to the local edge orientation and that (as recom- 
mended earlier) longitudinal displacements are not to be 
employed. The only other relevant parameter is the 
lateral displacement D. 

Since we only wish edge pixels over distances E to 
contribute* to the peak at the corner localisation point L, 
by reference to Section 3.1 we specify that 

T = E  (1)  
In addition D ,  L3 and E are simply related by geometry 

D = B + E / 2  

(see Fig. 11): 

(2) 
so it is clear how the algorithm parameters D and T 
depend on the picture data. 

It now remains to calculate the sensitivity and accu- 
racy. The sensitivity will depend closely on the height 

* O t h e r  edge pixels a r e  not  merely irrelevant,  but can be regarded a s  
add ing  noise t o  the desired signal.  This is particularly impor t an t  i f  the 
sides of the object a re  at  all curved. 
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H of the peak at the corner localisation point L, and we 
know that H is proportional to E.  We now take the 
‘signal’ as H and to find the ‘noise’ note that in the region 
of the peak in parameter space it arises as statistical 
variations in the numbers of votes accumulated locally in 
parameter space : hence it is reasonable to assume that 
the noise is proportional to JH. Thus the signal-to-noise 
ratio Q (or ‘sensitivity’) is proportional to JH, and can be 
expressed as 

Next,% accuracy of corner location will depend on the 
signal-to-noise ratio Q. We assume it is proportional to Q. 

(There are strong reasons supporting this, as we are effec- 
tively averaging our measurement of the relevant part of 
each side over E independent signals.) However, absolute 
location of corners may be less relevant than finding the 
dimensions of the object and its orientation. These are 
both proportional to the distance between corner local- 
isation points as well as being affected by signal-to-noise 
ratio. Thus the overall accuracy for measurement of 
object length and orientation as determined by comer 
location is proportional to 

0 = c0 J E  ( 3 )  

A = (S  - 2D)a = ( S  - 2D)ooJE 

A = ( S  - 2B - E)Q,JE 

(4) 
where S is the length of a typical side. Eliminating D now 
gives 

Differentiating, we find 
(5 )  

dA/dE = ( S  - 2B - E)aoJE) - QOJE 

= ( S  - 2B - 3E)o0/(2JE) (6) 

(7) 

We can optimise accuracy by making dA/dE = 0, so that 
E = S/3  - 2B/3 

This makes 
D = S/6  + 2B/3 

If B = 0 this gives D = S/6,  and for B = S/8  we find that 
D = S/4. This is in line with the result we, obtained 
earlier, and is also backed up by our experience with real 
image data. 

Finally, we note that there is no similar functional 
optimum of sensitivity, since it apparently increases 
without bound (eqn. 3). However, the sides of the object 
are limited in length, and hence optimum sensitivity is 
given by E N S rather than S/3, and by D N S/2  rather 
than S/6.  In fact, optimising sensitivity is seen to give the 
same condition as that for whole object detection using 
the GHT: on the other hand, we should remember that a 
major reason for employing corner detection is to obtain 
accurate estimates for object dimensions and orientation 
- even if this implies a loss (by a factor - 4 3 )  in the 
overall sensitivity of object detection. 

In this section we have assumed that errors arising 
from inaccuracies in edge orientation are small. As such 
errors increase it will be necessary to reduce T and E 
progressively, and accuracy will fall. In the limit of 
increasing orientation errors, we conclude that D will 
need to be close to B. However, such extreme cases do 
not seem to arise in practice (see for example Fig. 10). 

6 Conclusion 

This paper has described a new method for detecting 
corners of objects : the method is particularly well 
adapted for cases where the corners are liable to be 
blunted for one reason or another. It has been found that 
the method can be tuned for various degrees of bluntness, 
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and also for different ranges of corner angle. In addition, 
the method can be adapted for cases where the sides of 
objects are curved, or where images may contain several 
objects in close proximity. 

The method is based on the generalised Hough trans- 
form, which is known to give optimal sensitivity in the 
location of objects. For corner detection, sensitivity is 
necessarily reduced, but this is because the algorithm is 
optimised for accuracy of measurement of object dimen- 
sions and orientation, rather than for sensitivity of whole 
object detection. This reflects the fact that the purpose of 
corner detection is at least as much for measuring the 
dimensions and Orientation of an object as for locating it. 

Setting up of the algorithm is carried out in a pre- 
scribed sequence of steps which tailor the algorithm to 
the application. Though intuitive judgements may have 
to be made about the values of relevant corner param- 
eters, formulae have been obtained which permit optimal 
values of algorithm parameters to be chosen systemati- 
cally. 

When compared with other well-known corner detec- 
tors such as [4], the method presented here offers the 
advantage of locating corners in well-defined positions 
which are invariant to moderate changes in corner blunt- 
ness. Overall, the method is sensitive, robust, accurate 
and efficient: it is also suitable for the detection of 
corners having a wide range of angles and orientations. 
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